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Glossary of Terms
Term

Description

Distribution
Network operator
(DNO)

A company licensed to distribute electricity in Great Britain by
the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OfGEM).

National Policy
Statement (NPS)

Document setting out Government Policy on NSIPs

Nationally
Significant
Infrastructure
Project (NSIP)

A development project defined in the Planning Act (2008) that
requires Development Consent by the relevant Secretary of
State subject to the recommendations of the Planning
Inspectorate.

Overhead Line
(OHL)

An electric power line (a conductor) mounted on poles/
pylons or towers above ground level.

Planning
Inspectorate

The body responsible for handling national infrastructure
planning under the Planning Act 2008, and processing
planning and enforcement appeals.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

This document forms an appendix to the report on selection of the preferred route
alignment option and informs the decision on which section(s) of the route
alignment options identified in Stage 3a may be considered for undergrounding.

1.2

Background

1.2.1

WPD, as a Distribution Network Operator (DNO) is required under section 9 of the
Electricity Act 1989 to provide efficient and economical electrical connections in
terms of network design, taking into account current and reasonably anticipated
future generation demand. As WPD state in their ‘Schedule 9 Statement’ [1], ‘… it
is obliged, under its Licence, to offer least cost, compliant connections to persons
seeking connections to the Distribution system….’

1.2.2

In providing a compliant connection route, an overhead line (OHL) is therefore the
preferred infrastructure since it is the least cost option. However, WPD also must
‘have regard to the desirability’ of preserving natural beauty and ‘seek to do what it
reasonably can to mitigate’ the effect of its activities on the countryside, geological
and physiographical features, flora, fauna, and protected sites, buildings or
structures or objects of historic or archaeological interest [1].

1.2.3

Previous stages of the work to find a suitable connection route have been
undertaken with the above obligations in mind. The studies considered in turn,
options for broad route corridors, selection of a preferred corridor (or corridors) and
options for 300m wide route alignments within the preferred corridor(s). The
selection of the preferred route alignment within which the final alignment will be
found will be informed by, amongst other information, the study which is the focus of
this report. At each of the previous stages only suitable OHL alignments were
considered, although it was envisaged that in some particularly sensitive locations,
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undergrounding of the cables may be needed to mitigate the potential for adverse
landscape and visual impacts.
1.2.4

As a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP), the relevant National Policy
Statement (NPS) – in this case NPS EN-1 (Overarching National Policy Statement
for Energy, July 2011[2]) and NPS EN-5 (National Policy Statement for Electricity
Networks Infrastructure, July 2011 [3]) form the primary basis for the consideration
of the 132 kV Brechfa Forest Connection Project. Consideration of undergrounding
of an OHL is a consideration within the relevant NPS.

1.3

Approach

1.3.1

This document explains the background to, and the context of, the consideration of
undergrounding sections of the route. At the earlier stages of the project, and
guided by acknowledged criteria such as the Holford Rules [4], only the most direct
and technically feasible options for an overhead line (OHL) were considered. These
options were based upon known environmental and other constraints that were
identified during desktop studies and site visits.

1.3.2

This approach was applied to the identification of broad route corridor options and
the selection of the preferred route corridor at Stages 1, 2a and 2b, and to the
identification of (narrower) route alignment options in Stage 3a. This approach is
consistent with WPD’s duties and obligations to provide an efficient and cost
effective connection. The studies undertaken and the results of the analysis at each
stage have been presented in the route corridor reports and the route alignment
report [5, 6, 7].

1.3.3

The identification and selection of the preferred alignment needs to be informed by
the appropriateness of placing sections of the OHL underground. This appendix
sets out the factors considered as follows:


Section 2 of this appendix considers the policy context and the factors to be
considered in deciding the need for and benefits of undergrounding;
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Section 3 identifies sections where the landscape and visual impacts of an
OHL (either by itself, or when considered together with other projects/
infrastructure) may give rise to serious concerns and hence would be
considered for undergrounding;



Section 4 presents evidence needed to undertake a balanced evaluation of
the case for undergrounding, including the need for the connection scheme,
the availability and comparative cost of alternative schemes, technical
difficulties and likely costs of undergrounding, and identifies the potential
environmental impacts of undergrounding sections of the route; and


1.3.4

Section 5 presents the overall conclusions.

The EIA will be undertaken when the final alignment1 has been identified and
subjected to further consultation. At this stage the impacts of an OHL (or
underground sections) has not been identified and assessed in detail, so this
document does not attempt a comprehensive assessment of all potential impacts.
The approach taken is based on the appraisal work completed to date for the
identification and selection of broad route corridors and selection of the preferred
corridor, and in the identification of 300m wide route alignment options, which was
based on desktop studies, consultation and site visits together with outline
engineering feasibility studies. The approach is based on professional judgement
as to the potentially significant impacts that could be anticipated to arise from
construction and operation of an OHL (or the alternative underground section).
Notwithstanding the conclusions reached within this report, the need for and extent
of undergrounding section will continue to be reviewed as the connection is
designed.

1.3.5

During the preparation of this report, the planning appeal for the Bryn Llwelyn wind
farm was refused and the project developer for the site decided to relinquish the
grid connection offer from WPD. There is therefore no need to consider route

1

The final alignment refers to the alignment (OHL or underground), within a defined Limit of Deviation, which will be
the subject of the DCO.
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sections D2, and D4 to D8, and this does not influence decisions on the sections of
route needed to provide a connection to the Brechfa Forest West and East wind
farms.
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2

National Policy Context

2.1.1

NPS EN-5 considers undergrounding in the context of the assessment of the
landscape and visual impacts of electricity network infrastructure.

2.1.2

Paragraph 2.8.2 of NPS EN-5 states:
Government does not believe that development of overhead lines is generally
incompatible in principle with developers’ statutory duty under section 9 of the
Electricity Act to have regard to amenity and to mitigate impacts… In practice,
new above ground electricity lines, whether supported by lattice steel
towers/pylons or wooden poles, can give rise to adverse landscape and visual
impacts, dependent upon their scale, siting, degree of screening and the nature
of the landscape and local environment through which they are routed. For the
most part these impacts can be mitigated, however at particularly sensitive
locations the potential adverse landscape and visual impacts of an overhead
line proposal may make it unacceptable in planning terms, taking account of the
specific local environment and context.

2.1.3

Policy considerations therefore acknowledge that at particularly sensitive locations
there could be situations where adverse impacts of an OHL may not be fully
mitigated2. In addition, paragraph 2.8.2 of NPS EN-5 also states:
Cumulative landscape and visual impacts can arise where new overhead lines
are required along with other related developments such as substations, wind
farms and/or other new sources of power generation.

2.1.4

This is relevant in the context of the two proposed wind farms and their substations
to which the OHL would be connected, and any other infrastructure near the OHL
that could result in an unacceptable cumulative landscape and visual impact.

2.1.5

Paragraphs 2.8.8 and 2.8.9 of NPS EN-5 discuss undergrounding and the need for
a balanced consideration of relevant factors, and states:
Paragraph 3.7.10 of EN-1 sets out the need for new electricity lines of 132kV
and above, including overhead lines. Although Government expects that
fulfilling this need through the development of overhead lines will often be
appropriate, it recognises that there will be cases where this is not so. Where

2

Some considerations for mitigating an OHL are set out in paragraph 2.8.11 of NPS EN‐5.
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there are serious concerns about the potential adverse landscape and visual
effects of a proposed overhead line, the [Planning Inspectorate] will have to
balance these against other relevant factors, including the need for the
proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and routes
and methods of installation (including undergrounding).
2.1.6

It is therefore clear from NPS EN-1 and NPS EN-5 that nationally significant
infrastructure projects, including a 132 kV OHL on wooden poles, could inevitably
have some adverse (and in some cases significantly adverse) residual effects. The
meaning of the term ‘serious concerns’ in EN-5 is therefore taken to mean an
adverse significant landscape and visual impact that cannot adequately be
mitigated by feasible means and is therefore unlikely to be acceptable in planning
terms. This can be interpreted as a major residual effect in EIA terms.

2.1.7

For a full and robust consideration of the above issues, consideration should be
given not only to the major adverse impacts of the proposed overhead line on its
own but also the major adverse cumulative impacts which would potentially arise
from its combined impacts with other developments – including existing
infrastructure as well as projects that have been consented but not constructed and
those that are under consideration in the planning system but which have not yet
been determined.

2.1.8

Paragraph 2.8.8 of NPS EN-5 refers to the need for a balanced comparison of the
need for the infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and routes
and methods of installation, including undergrounding. Paragraph 2.8.9 of NPS EN5 expands on the factors that should be taken into account, noting that:


The impacts and costs of both overhead and underground options vary
considerably between individual projects (both in absolute and relative terms).



Each project should be assessed individually on the basis of its specific
circumstances and taking account of the fact that Government has not laid
down any general rule about when an overhead line should be considered
unacceptable.



The benefits from the non-overhead line alternative should clearly outweigh
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any extra economic, social and environmental impacts and provided that any
technical difficulties in undergrounding are surmountable.
2.1.9

Paragraph 2.8.9 of NPS EN-5 goes on to state that in comparing an OHL with an
underground option, the Planning Inspectorate should consider:


the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular, the impact
on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or historic importance such
as National Parks, AONBs and the Broads);



the additional cost of any undergrounding … (which experience shows is
generally significantly more expensive than overhead lines, but varies
considerably from project to project depending on a range of factors, including
whether the line is buried directly in open agricultural land or whether more
complex tunnelling and civil engineering through conurbations and major cities
is required. Repair impacts are also significantly higher than for overhead lines
as are the costs associated with any later uprating); and



the environmental and archaeological consequences (noting that
undergrounding an OHL may mean disturbing a {wide} swathe of ground,
which can disturb sensitive habitats, have an impact on soils and geology, and
damage heritage assets, in many cases more than an overhead line would).

2.1.10 The above points indicate that it is particularly areas of natural beauty or historic

importance that are to be considered in determining whether it is appropriate to
underground an overhead line. Whilst it is clear that designated landscapes are not
the only ones that should be considered, the guidance also clearly recognises that it
will be the more important and sensitive landscapes that attract most weight in
decision-making. The evaluation which is presented within this undergrounding
document has considered both designated and undesignated landscapes that are of
local importance, although clearly the weight to be attached to such landscapes in
decision-making will reflect their status.
2.1.11 The second bullet point reflects the relevance of costs of undergrounding in

maintenance and uprating works as well as construction. Such costs are often
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considerably higher for an underground cable when compared with an equivalent
overhead line and need to be seen in the context of WPD’s statutory duty to
‘economy’ under s.9 of the Electricity Act 1989.
2.1.12 The final bullet point recognises the need to take account of the environmental and

archaeological consequences of undergrounding. This is relevant because in
resolving the landscape and visual impacts of an overhead line, construction of an
underground cable may create other adverse environmental effects. WPD consider
that undergrounding the 132 kV line may mean disturbing a swathe of ground up to
16 metres across, which can impact upon sensitive habitats, soils and geology, and
heritage assets.
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3

Identification of Potential Concerns with an
Overhead Line

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

The potential serious concerns arising from an OHL in the context of the relevant
NPS are landscape and visual impacts. The potential impacts relative to the
Brechfa Forest Connection Project are identified in this section to determine which
parts of the proposed OHL (if any) – including all the options identified at Stage 3a
(the route alignment options) – may give rise to ‘serious concerns’ and hence
should be considered for undergrounding. A balanced consideration of whether or
not to underground any part of the OHL is then considered in section 4.

3.1.2

The identification of parts of the OHL with potential for ‘serious concerns’ is limited
to only the operational phase of the development and does not include the
construction phase or decommissioning phase impacts (which are not likely to be
significant) as they would be of a temporary nature.

3.1.3

It should also be pointed out that in addition to the consideration of landscape and
visual impacts of an OHL connection, there may be other impacts, for instance due
to conflict with bird flight paths and consequent collision risk, or conflict with
recreational and other land uses. Where there is any other potentially significant
risk, which is a material consideration in the decision on undergrounding, it has
been identified in this document.

3.2

Especially sensitive or constrained areas

3.2.1

WPD recognise that certain areas of the countryside are of high amenity value and
may be especially sensitive to the presence of an OHL within or close to the
sensitive area. The approach taken by WPD to the identification of feasible OHL
alignments has therefore avoided such sensitive landscapes and situations
wherever possible. The areas sensitive to OHL, as listed in Holford Rule 1, are:
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3.2.2



National Parks



AONB



Heritage coast



World Heritage Sites

The Holford Rules have been applied so far as possible to identify a feasible route
for an OHL having least constraints.

3.2.3

National Grid has published their approach to undergrounding of high voltage
overhead lines (refer to the factsheet on undergrounding [8]). The National Grid
approach establishes guidelines where the highest priority is given to
undergrounding in the following exceptional circumstances:


Exceptionally constrained urban areas: where the density of residential,
community and associated development and public open space is such that a
reasonable direct overhead route is impracticable;



Exceptionally constrained rural areas: comprise those locations within or
immediately alongside those designated areas3 where the scale of new high
voltage transmission towers and conductors would dominate unspoilt
landscape and cause serious damage to major open views of spectacular
panoramas, crests of prominent rides and skylines or attractive small scale
valleys seen from important locations within or immediately alongside the
designated areas; and



Exceptionally constrained estuary and major river crossings: where the
exceptional difficulty and cost of an overhead line would be comparable with or
exceed those of an underground cable.

3

National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Heritage Coasts and World Heritage Sites as identified in
Holford Rule 1
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3.2.4

The National Grid guidance has been followed4 in the identification of the preferred
route alignment options, and will be taken into consideration in the identification of
parts of the OHL that may benefit from undergrounding. For instance, the
necessary crossing of the River Towy by the OHL, as well as having impacts on the
landscape and visual resources (including the setting of cultural heritage
resources), may also incur additional costs in long spans or provision of mitigation,
such that it may be considered more favourable against the cost of undergrounding
that section. These considerations are set out and substantiated below.

3.3

Landscape and visual effects of an OHL
Introduction

3.3.1

The likely residual landscape and visual effects of the overhead route alignment
options have been considered to determine which sections of each alignment option
require consideration of undergrounding. This part of the report considers both the
likely landscape and the visual effects of the development. It also includes
consideration of any cumulative landscape and visual issues that might arise in
relation to related existing or proposed development – particularly nearby wind
farms, wind turbines, overhead lines, other electricity infrastructure or similar vertical
features (such as communication masts).

3.3.2

The purpose of this section is to identify where the likely residual landscape and
visual effects of an overhead line are likely to be the cause of serious concerns in
the context of NPS EN5.

3.3.3

Appendix 1.2 provides a preliminary landscape and visual impact assessment
(including cumulative) of the route alignment options structured around the
identification of twenty-four project landscape character areas (pLCAs) through
which the options would pass. The extent of these pLCAs is shown on Figure 1 of
Appendix 1.2. Full details of the methodology used to delineate the pLCAs and to

4

When referring to the National Grid approach, it should be borne in mind that the guidelines were developed with
regard to the installation of 275kV and 400kV tower lines or ‘pylons’ rather than the wooden poles proposed by WPD.
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assess the likely residual effects upon them are set out in Appendix 1.2. The
preliminary assessment addresses the sensitivity of each of the pLCAs to the
potential landscape and visual effects of an OHL and provides a preliminary
conclusion regarding the likely significance of the effects in each area.
3.3.4

The approach to the preliminary assessment contained in Appendix 1.2 has
specifically sought to identify those pLCAs where landscape and visual baseline
conditions and the effects of the introduction of an OHL are likely to cause serious
concerns to arise. The preliminary assessment of the significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects therefore uses the following categories where effects
are considered likely to be at the upper end of a five point scale:


‘Highly Significant (Major)’ has been used to indicate pLCAs where the
preliminary landscape and visual assessment suggests that an overhead
development is reasonably certain to result in ‘serious concerns’ (therefore
triggering the need for wider consideration of the case for undergrounding);
and



‘Significant (Major-Moderate)’ has been used to indicate pLCAs where the
preliminary landscape and visual assessment suggests that an overhead
development may result in ‘serious concerns’ (therefore also triggering the
need for wider consideration of the case for undergrounding).

3.3.5

The preliminary landscape and visual assessment contained in Appendix 1.2
concludes that effects within the following pLCAs (see Figure 1 of Appendix 1.2) are
likely to fall within these categories (note that the correspondence of each pLCA to
a defined route section is not exact):


pLCA 7 (route Section B): an overhead line across this part of the Towy valley
Special Landscape Area (SLA) is considered feasible from the landscape and
visual perspective but the highly valued nature of this location suggests that
the case for undergrounding requires wider consideration.



pLCA 8 (route Section B (part) and C1): although this part of the Towy valley is
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considered less sensitive in landscape terms than pLCA 7, its continuity with
the wider valley to the south; the proposed extension of the Towy valley SLA
to include this area; and the presence of visual receptors suggests that the
case for undergrounding here requires wider consideration.


pLCA 17 (route Section E7): the linear nature of this steep sided valley within
the SLA is considered highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead line.



pLCA 22 (route Section E5): the visually prominent and steep valley sides
within the SLA are considered highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead
line.



pLCA 23 (part of route Section E3): the visually prominent, open and steep
valley sides which are currently free of engineered influences and within the
SLA are considered highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead line.

3.3.6

The following sections of this report consider the landscape and visual issues in
each of these locations in more detail as part of the overall consideration of the
case for undergrounding. For each of the identified sections the principal landscape
and visual issues (including cumulative issues) that suggest cause for serious
concerns is considered, and sections are recommended for further evaluation in
Section 4, where the following landscape and visual concerns are addressed:


Consideration of any landscape and visual disbenefits associated with
undergrounding; and


3.3.7

A conclusion highlighting the landscape and visual benefits of undergrounding.

Each section is also considered from the wider environmental and technical
perspectives in Section 4 of this report to reach a balanced overall view on whether
an underground solution would be preferable and fully justified.
pLCA 7: Towy Valley Floor (east of Carmarthen)

3.3.8

This pLCA comprises the flat valley floor of the River Towy east of Carmarthen.
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3.3.9

The preliminary landscape and visual assessment in Appendix 1.2 concludes that
the likely residual landscape and visual effect of an OHL in this location would be
‘Significant (Major-Moderate)’. This conclusion is supported by detailed
considerations set out in the worksheet for pLCA 7 enclosed at Annex A of
Appendix 1.2. The preliminary assessment concludes that, although an OHL in this
specific location is considered potentially feasible from the landscape and visual
perspective, serious concerns may nevertheless arise and the case for
undergrounding should be given further consideration.

3.3.10 The principal landscape and visual issues associated with this section comprise:



The pLCA falls within the existing and proposed SLA and within a nationally
registered historic landscape;



The visual and sensory aspect of Landmap suggests an overall evaluation of
Outstanding;



The valley landscape has recreational, tourism and historical associations;



The above, combined with an understanding of special local value derived
through public consultation responses, suggests that this landscape is highly
sensitive due to the especially high level of landscape value attributed to it
(although the assessment of specific landscape characteristics suggests a
slightly lower level of sensitivity);



There are potential views from highway routes (where visual sensitivity is
increased by tourism associations) both to the north and south of the valley;



Local footpaths provide access to the riverside in the vicinity of the proposed
alignment; and



There are elevated viewpoints in the surrounding area which give panoramic
views across and along this part of the Towy valley (notably at Llangunnor and
at Merlin’s Hill).

3.3.11 No cumulative issues of significance have been identified in this location.
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3.3.12 Despite the above observations, it nevertheless remains the case that the

professional assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects of an
overhead line in this location are considered to fall just below the test of ‘serious
concerns’ (although it is acknowledged that this judgement is relatively marginal).
The principal reasons for the conclusion that an overhead option is feasible from the
landscape and visual perspective is that:


The proposed alignment crosses the Towy valley in a location which displays
slightly lower sensitivity than other parts of the valley due to its position at the
interface between the rural valley to the east, and the Carmarthen fringes to
the south west, and in a location where a number of urban fringe influences
exist (e.g. the Carmarthen bypass highway infrastructure);



The flat topography, dispersed tree cover and rectilinear field pattern which
characterises the valley floor in this location would be sufficient to successfully
absorb the scale and appearance of an overhead line;



The alignment option anticipates a long, straight section of overhead line
within a flat landscape context which would minimise the required height of the
overhead line and negate the need for angle infrastructure within the sensitive
valley floor;



This is a location where feasible mitigation is likely to include opportunities for
some additional tree planting (for landscape enhancement as much as visual
screening purposes); and



The overhead line would generally be seen against a backdrop of land within
the valley and would be a low lying and relatively inconspicuous element in
any important views across and along the valley (e.g. in the long, elevated
views east along the valley from the vicinity of Llangunnor Church).

pLCA 8: north part of the Towy Valley (Abergwili)
3.3.13 This pLCA comprises a northern area of the low lying Towy valley associated with

the course of the River Gwili. It forms a northwards extension of the relatively flat
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valley floor extending between surrounding hills with settled areas (principally the
fringes of Carmarthen to the west and the village of Abergwili to the east).
3.3.14 The preliminary landscape and visual assessment in Appendix 1.2 concludes that

the likely residual landscape and visual effect of an overhead line in this location
would be ‘Significant (Major-Moderate)’. This conclusion is supported by detailed
considerations set out in the worksheet for pLCA 8 enclosed at Annex A of
Appendix 1.2. The preliminary assessment concludes that, although an OHL in this
location is considered feasible from the landscape and visual perspective, serious
concerns may nevertheless arise and the case for undergrounding should be given
further consideration.
3.3.15 The principal landscape and visual issues associated with this section comprise:



The pLCA falls within the proposed extension of the Towy valley SLA and
within a nationally registered historic landscape;



The visual and sensory aspect of Landmap suggests an overall evaluation of
Outstanding;



The valley landscape has recreational, tourism and historical associations;



The above, combined with an understanding of special local value derived
through public consultation responses, suggests that this landscape is highly
sensitive due to the especially high level of landscape value attributed to it
(although the assessment of specific landscape characteristics suggests a
slightly lower level of sensitivity);



The alignment follows the course of the river Gwili;



A Tree Preservation Order protects an area of trees close to the A485;



There are potential visual effects on properties on the fringes of Carmarthen
and at Abergwili; and



There are potential visual issues associated with proximity to both Abergwili
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and Glangwili bridges.
3.3.16 No cumulative issues of significance have been identified in this location.
3.3.17 Despite the above observations, it nevertheless remains the case that the

professional assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects of an
OHL in this location are considered to fall just below the test of ‘serious concerns’
(although it is acknowledged that this judgement is relatively marginal). The
principal reasons for the conclusion that an overhead option is feasible from the
landscape and visual perspective is that:


The proposed alignment crosses the Towy valley in a location which displays
slightly lower sensitivity than other parts of the valley due to its position at the
interface between the rural valley to the east, and the Carmarthen fringes to
the south west, and in a location where a number of urban fringe influences
exist (e.g. the Carmarthen bypass highway infrastructure).

pLCA 17: Upper Cothi Valley (Between Brechfa and Abergorlech)
3.3.18 This pLCA comprises the Cothi valley between the villages of Brechfa and

Abergorlech. The valley here runs in a reasonably straight north east to south west
alignment and is of a reasonably consistent scale and character. Fields (many
containing substantial mature deciduous trees) and substantial areas of deciduous
woodland within the undulating valley floor are visually enclosed by steep valley
sides – especially the forested slopes to the south. Access to the valley (both
physical and visual) is provided by the B4310 which runs to the north of the river
and provides access to areas with tourist and recreational associations.
3.3.19 The preliminary landscape and visual assessment in Appendix 1.2 concludes that

the likely residual landscape and visual effect of an OHL in this location would be
’Highly Significant (Major)’. This conclusion is supported by detailed considerations
set out in the worksheet for pLCA 17 enclosed at Annex A of Appendix 1.2. The
preliminary assessment concludes that serious landscape and visual concerns are
likely to arise as a result of any alignment along this section of the Cothi valley floor
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and that mitigation (other than undergrounding) is not practicable. The overall case
for undergrounding therefore requires consideration.
3.3.20 The principal landscape and visual issues associated with this section comprise:



The SLA status of the valley (field assessment has confirmed that it is
appropriate to define this particular corridor within the SLA as an area of highly
valued landscape);



The visual and sensory aspect of Landmap identifies the value of the
landscape as High;



The specific landscape characteristics in this part of the Cothi valley are
particularly unsuitable to successfully absorb the landscape and visual effects
of an OHL – the enclosed linear nature of the valley would increase the
magnitude of effect upon it through the introduction of a linear infrastructural
element along its length and in a location visible from the highway route which
provides the main source of access;



An overhead line does not appear to be practicable without resulting in
significant areas of deciduous tree removal in highly visible locations;



The relatively narrow nature of the valley and presence of areas of ancient and
semi-natural woodland mean that a more visually discreet alignment away
from the route of the B4310 and residential properties would be located along
(and possibly in some cases across) the meandering course of the river – a
very important landscape element within the SLA;



There would be visual effects on tourist and recreational users of the route of
the B4310, along with a number of other forest tracks and accessible routes in
the area; and



There would be significant visual effects on residential properties (albeit
relatively few in number).

3.3.21 No cumulative issues of significance have been identified in this location.
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pLCA22: Cothi Valley (Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)
3.3.22 This pLCA comprises the part of the Cothi valley where the river turns to flow

southwards. This is the northern section of the lower Cothi valley to the south east
of Brechfa village which is locally known as Cwm Cothi. This name reflects the
dramatic steep sided topography that exists as the river passes between areas of
higher ground to flow into the lower agricultural land to the south. Access to this
area is principally provided by a narrow unclassified lane which is understood to be
a popular amenity route for both locals and visitors providing access to the riverside
in a rocky and fast flowing location of notable scenic quality. Residential properties
are very few and are generally visually enclosed by tree cover.
3.3.23 The preliminary landscape and visual assessment in Appendix 1.2 concludes that

the likely residual landscape and visual effect of an OHL in this location would be
’Highly Significant (Major)’. This conclusion is supported by detailed considerations
set out in the worksheet for pLCA 22 enclosed at Annex A of Appendix 1.2. The
preliminary assessment concludes that serious landscape and visual concerns are
likely to arise as a result of an overhead alignment along this section of the Cothi
valley and that mitigation (other than undergrounding) is not practicable. The
overall case for undergrounding therefore requires consideration.
3.3.24 The principal landscape and visual issues associated with this section comprise:



The SLA status of the valley (field assessment has confirmed that it is
appropriate to define this particular corridor within the SLA as an area of highly
valued landscape);



The visual and sensory aspect of Landmap identifies the value of the
landscape as High;



The specific landscape characteristics in this part of the Cothi valley are
particularly unsuitable to successfully absorb the landscape and visual effects
of an overhead line – the steep and wooded valley sides would increase the
magnitude of effect upon it through the introduction of a linear infrastructural
element in a highly sensitive and potentially visually prominent location. The
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riverside area is notable for its scenic quality;


There are a number of footpath routes in the vicinity and hence visual
receptors;



An OHL does not appear to be practicable without resulting in significant areas
of deciduous tree removal in highly visible locations;



Potential skyline issues would occur on the higher open slopes; and



Both the northern part of this corridor and, potentially, the elevated southern
section would be visible within a particularly notable view that can be gained
towards the dramatic landform of Cwm Cothi from the route of the B4310 to
the north in the vicinity of Maesygroes and Bwlchgwyn. This view is
considered to be of particular importance to impressions of the character and
value of the overall SLA.

3.3.25 No cumulative issues of significance have been identified in this location.

pLCA 23 Lower Cothi Valley (Lower Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)
3.3.26 This pLCA comprises the lower part of Cwm Cothi as the valley begins to widen

again into the agricultural landscape found to the south. The valley sides remain
relatively high and steep (though less so than further to the north) but begin to
comprise a mosaic of forestry, deciduous woodland, heathland and grazed fields.
Although still enclosed by the valley sides the lower valley comprises undulating
farmland of a more settled character with dispersed farmsteads within a vegetated
though slightly more open setting. Access is principally provided by the unclassified
lane through Cwm Cothi with a number of footpath routes located west of the river.
3.3.27 The preliminary landscape and visual assessment in Appendix 1.2 concludes that

the likely residual landscape and visual effect of an OHL in this location would be
’Highly Significant (Major)’. This conclusion is supported by detailed considerations
set out in the worksheet for pLCA 23 enclosed at Annex A of Appendix 1.2. The
preliminary assessment concludes that serious landscape and visual concerns are
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likely to arise as a result of an overhead alignment across this section of the Cothi
valley and that mitigation (other than undergrounding) is not practicable. The
overall case for undergrounding therefore requires consideration.
3.3.28 The principal landscape and visual issues associated with this section comprise:



The SLA status of the valley (field assessment has confirmed that it is
appropriate to define this particular corridor within the SLA as an area of highly
valued landscape);



The visual and sensory aspect of Landmap identifies the value of the
landscape as High;



The specific landscape characteristics in this part of the Cothi valley are
particularly unsuitable to successfully absorb the landscape and visual effects
of an OHL – the relatively steep and partially wooded/ partially open valley
sides would increase the magnitude of effect upon it through the introduction
of a linear infrastructural element in a highly sensitive and potentially visually
prominent location;



The valley has an intimate and enclosed character with an absence of
engineered features or existing visually prominent wirescape;



There are a number of footpath routes in the vicinity and hence visual
receptors – particularly to the west of the river;



An overhead line does not appear to be practicable without resulting in
significant areas of deciduous tree removal in highly visible locations;



Potential skyline issues would occur on the higher open slopes; and



Potential visual effects on residential farmsteads.

3.3.29 No cumulative issues of significance have been identified in this location.

3.4

Impact on visual setting of cultural heritage assets
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3.4.1

This section describes the key concerns regarding changes to settings of cultural
heritage assets that may result in significant adverse effects. Potential for serious
concern in the context of NPS EN5 has been identified in the Towy valley,
comprising Section B1 and parts of Sections A6 and C1.

3.4.2

Sections A6 and B1, and a short section of C1, pass across the Towy Valley
Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales. The proposed
development may adversely affect this area by introducing new modern intrusions
into views within and across it. In particular, long views along the Towy valley,
including those between assets such as the Bishop’s Palace and St Ceinwr’s
Church may be affected.

3.4.3

Section B1 includes a number of Grade II Listed Buildings and a Registered Historic
Park and Garden. The route alignment option includes Grade II Listed Bryn Towy
mansion, which is located ~15m above the route alignment option (at NGR
SN4326520112), and is surrounded by trees that provide partial filtering of views
that might be affected by the proposed development. The route alignment option
also includes Pont Glangwili, which carries two Grade II Listed Building
designations (NGR SN4309521900), and would be intervisible with an overhead
line across flat, open ground. Within 200m of the route alignment option, there is a
group of four Grade II Listed Buildings including the Church of St Ceinwr, in
Llangunnor (NGR SN43012027); these are located ~55m above the route alignment
option, but the church is a prominent element of views along the Towy valley.
Within 400m of the route alignment option there is a group of assets in Abergwili,
including four Grade II Listed Buildings and The Bishop's Palace Registered Historic
Park and Garden, although there are mature tree-lined hedgerows present that may
reduce effects on their settings. The long views along the Towy valley, intervisibility
with other heritage assets, and group value are contributory factors in the heritage
significance of these assets.

3.5

Sections of OHL with potential for ‘serious concern’

3.5.1

The landscape and visual appraisal in Section 3.3 has identified that an OHL
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through the following sections would result in ‘serious concern’ even following
consideration of mitigation (note that the correspondence between each pLCA and
the route sections is not exact):

3.5.2



pLCA 17 (Section E7)



pLCA 22 (Section E5)



pLCA 23 (part of Section E3)

These sections would therefore satisfy the defining criteria set out in EN-5 and thus
they are candidates for further consideration of undergrounding.

3.5.3

3.5.4

The following sections of OHL may result in ‘serious concern’:


pLCA 7 (part of Section B)



pLCA 8 (part of section B and Section C1)

For the reasons described in Section 3.4 above regarding effects on setting and
views of groups of Listed Buildings and a Registered Historic Park and Garden at
Llangunnor and Abergwili, and in particular the effect on the Registered Landscape
of Outstanding Historic Interest and its key views, there is also potential for serious
concern from a historic perspective regarding an overhead design option in
Section B.

3.5.5

As the potential for landscape and visual impacts of an OHL in pLCA 7 and pLCA 8
may not on their own clearly satisfy the defining criteria for ‘serious concern’ on
landscape grounds set out in EN-5, this was judged to be marginal and the case
may be made when other factors are considered. Due to the continuity identified
between pLCA 7 and 8 they are considered together and so Sections B and C1
(which correspond approximately with pLCA 7 and 8) have been carried forward for
further evaluation of the case for undergrounding.

3.5.6

The sections listed above that are considered to be candidates for undergrounding
have then been evaluated to provide a balanced consideration of the option to
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underground these sections of OHL, which is presented in the following section 4.
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4

Evaluation of the Case for Undergrounding

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This section presents a balanced consideration for the undergrounding of those
sections of the proposed OHL identified in section 3 as having potential for ‘serious
concern’ as defined in paragraph 2.8.9 of NPS EN-5.

4.1.2

Where a section of OHL can be demonstrated to have potential for serious
landscape and visual concerns (i.e. a highly significant, major adverse residual
effect after application of feasible mitigation) and where the benefits of
undergrounding can be seen to outweigh other potential impacts and risks of
undergrounding, and where the associated costs can be justified, then the section
will be proposed for undergrounding.

4.1.3

The following sub-sections include a review of alternatives considered to
demonstrate that the preferred route alignment, and any subsequent sections of
undergrounding, represent the most appropriate (efficient and economic whilst
seeking to preserve natural beauty) method of connection. The section also
includes an assessment of the technical and cost implications of undergrounding
together with an assessment of the potential for significant environmental impacts
before concluding with recommendations for undergrounding in specific locations.

4.2

Availability and cost of alternative connections

4.2.1

There is a demonstrated need for the Brechfa Forest Connection scheme, which is
explained in the main Route Alignment Selection Report. However, there are
alternative means of providing such a connection. This may include:


Differing technological solutions, such as
o OHL or underground cables (the subject of this document).
o Using a different cable rating and voltage (which would influence the number
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and type of electrical circuits (conductors), for instance a higher voltage may
require larger conductor wires and taller tower structures whereas a lower
voltage may require more conductor wires and/ or additional infrastructure.


Differing route options, including
o Alternative grid connection points (the connection points at the wind farm
substations is fixed, whereas alternative grid connection points have been
investigated and discounted).
o Separate or combined route(s) for the two wind farms/ connection points.
o Alternative connection corridors within which an alignment(s) could be
placed.
o Alternative alignments for the preferred route(s) between the wind farms and
the connection point(s).

4.2.2

WPD is subject to a range of statutory obligations. In addition to maintaining an
efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of electricity distribution, it is required
to have regard to preserving amenity and to undertake measures to mitigate the
impact of its proposals. Where new infrastructure is required, WPD seeks, amongst
other things, to avoid national and internationally designated areas and to minimise
the effects of new infrastructure on other sites of amenity and ecological value.

4.2.3

To inform the assessment of all the options WPD has undertaken detailed feasibility
studies and investigations and has carried out several stages of extensive
consultation and workshops, resulting in a series of reports [5, 6, 7] that focus on
relevant engineering, environmental, socio economic, and financial considerations.

4.2.4

The purpose of each stage of the studies and consultation was to inform the
identification and assessment of options, with targeted and focused input from
Community Councils and other stakeholders at key points. The process has
resulted in a progressive refinement of options.

4.2.5

The feasibility studies and options appraisal process has identified the optimal
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connection options that ensure:


Connection of both wind farms to the WPD electricity distribution network;



The optimal connection point to the grid, bearing in mind the existing system
capacity and architecture, and the benefits of utilising existing infrastructure
where possible; and



The optimal electrical arrangement and infrastructure for the connection,
bearing in mind amongst other things the capital and recurrent cost, efficiency
and operational reliability of the connection, and the most direct (shortest)
connection route with the least environmental constraint.

4.2.6

WPD will work towards identifying a preferred route alignment, which in accordance
with WPD’s objectives and statutory obligations, will be the overall most efficient
and cost-effective scheme amongst the alternatives. The preferred scheme will be
subject to future public consultation in accordance with the Planning Act 2008 prior
to finalisation of the EIA and the submission of an application for a DCO. The
factors considered in the identification and selection of a preferred connection route
will be fully explained and analysed, and justification for the preferred solution
provided in the ES to accompany the DCO application.

4.3

Benefits of undergrounding

4.3.1

In this report the benefits of undergrounding are considered solely in connection
with landscape and visual impacts, including the setting of features of cultural
heritage importance5. The benefits have been evaluated in Section 3 of this report.
In the appraisal that follows, the potential difficulties, impacts and costs of
undergrounding are considered in order to arrive at a balanced decision on which
sections of OHL to underground.

5

Note that this report also considers ecological benefits of undergrounding in Section 4.6
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4.4

Technical difficulties and costs of undergrounding
Technical difficulties

4.4.1

Technical considerations associated with undergrounding relate primarily to certain
geographical features (topography, rivers etc) and to the presence of existing
infrastructure (roads, railways, pipelines and rivers). In the majority of situations
technical considerations can be overcome but they may have an associated cost
and may give rise to environmental effects.

4.4.2

Section 4.5 below describes the two main methods of construction that could be
employed along different sections of the route. A review of the preferred route
alignment corridor and with an understanding of the construction techniques in
mind, it is considered that ‘technical difficulties’ may arise in the following locations:


Sections A4/5: crossing of the A48



Section B: the River Towy crossing;



Sections E-9: The connection options between Brechfa West and Brechfa
East substations.

4.4.3

Further explanation is provided within the following paragraphs.
Sections A4 and A5

4.4.4

These sections both contain the A48. The installation of an underground cable
across this trunk road in open-cut would necessitate the temporary closure of the
highway. Such a temporary closure could lead to programme delays and cost
implications due to the requirement to reinstate the trunk road (as opposed to
agricultural land in most other sections of the route). An alternative method of
undergrounding via HDD may be possible and less intrusive from a traffic and
transport perspective.
Section B the River Towy crossing

4.4.5

Section B includes a number of topographical and geographical challenges which
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would influence the method of undergrounding, these include the steepness of
gradient along the southern side of the valley, the River Towy and its associated
watercourses, Abergwili Road and the A40.
4.4.6

The steepness of the southern valley side may have implications for access and
may influence the choice of construction technique (open-cut or HDD). Due to the
size and flow of the River Towy it is anticipated that open-cut will not be appropriate
or achievable and that HDD will be required with associated cost increases.

4.4.7

Undergrounding of Abergwili Rd could potentially employ a pipe jack installation,
which involves a small scale trenchless installation through the embankment and
under the highway. This would avoid the need to install a trench within Abergwili
Rd. If this were not considered suitable, due to utilities or other constraints then a
deep open trench installation would need to be pursued under a road closure.
Sections E-9: The connection options between Brechfa West and Brechfa
East substations.

4.4.8

There are significant topographical challenges along many of the E section
connecting the two proposed wind farms. In almost all cases it is considered that
such difficulties would not be over-riding but in many the availability of easy access
to potential trenching or HDD locations would pose difficulties for the contractor.

4.4.9

Specific challenges include the steep sided valleys (ravines) particularly along the
E1/E9 route which would require HDD as opposed to open trenching given the
difficulty of accessing the valley sides safely. HDD is still limited by gradient
(maximum 1 in 5) whilst the presence of rock at or below the surface suggests that
drilling would be challenging although not in itself impossible. A combination of
factors however means that there would be severe technical difficulties in
undergrounding along E1/E9.

4.4.10 Topographical challenges are less severe along E2 whilst E4, E6 E7 and E8 would

be achievable using the open-cut method. Sections E3 and E5 include
comparatively short sections of steep sided slopes which may have similar
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challenges to E9, albeit considerably fewer in number whilst the crossing of the
River Cothi may require HDD. Particular challenges again focused upon the ability
to access open-cut trenches or drill sites exist in the Cothi Valley (E3 and E5
crossings) where the steepness and narrowness of this wooded valley would be
challenging and would influence the choice of construction method.
4.4.11 In conclusion, undergrounding a cable may entail significant technical and

associated programme challenges along certain sections of the corridors. An
indication of additional costs that may be incurred is explained below.
Lifetime costs
4.4.12 WPD needs to have regard to the lifetime costs associated with repair of faults and

maintenance of underground cables. The lifetime costs report produced to
accompany the Stage 2 consultation (Lifetime Costs report 2014) identified a
lifetime cost per km of £34,875 (as opposed to £96,250 for OHL). An estimate of
the lifetime costs, based on 40 years over an approximate distance of 40 km
distance was estimated to be £40.84 million (cost includes capital costs of
construction, operation and maintenance).
4.4.13 Whilst lifetime costs associated with underground are significantly less than

overhead it should be borne in mind that compared to an equivalent length of OHL,
more time would be needed for the repair as this could take up to several weeks
from the fault occurrence to the return to service, dependent on the fault location
and the availability of spare cable and jointing accessories.

4.5

Impacts of undergrounding
Typical installation approach

4.5.1

For installation of underground sections, a range of cable installation techniques are
available, including: open cut trenching, coffer dam, and tunnelling or boring
techniques such as directional drilling technology. It is likely, however, that open
cut trenching will be used to install the majority of the cable in relatively
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unconstrained areas and horizontal directional drilling (HDD) would be used to
cross significant environmental and physical features such as main rivers and main
roads.
4.5.2

To lay 132kV underground cable (which is insulated, not bare metal) in agricultural
land, the working area will be fenced off with stock-proof fencing. The construction
working area will be about 16m wide, with one 5m haul road alongside the trench.
Top soil and sub soil would be separated in piles alongside the trench.

4.5.3

The trench will be dug to a depth of about 1.5m. The width will vary depending on
the kind of installation but typically would be about 1.5m wide at the top. Cable
installation would use either a cable buried direct or a ducted cable (i.e. within a
PVC (or similar) pipe).

4.5.4

To bury a cable direct a trench is dug for the length of a section (usually a section
length between 500-800m). The trench is supported at the sides with timber, a
process known as ‘shoring’. The trench is laid with a bedding material, the cables
are then lowered into the trench using mechanical winches, and a stone dust fill is
laid around the cables. A marker tile is placed on top of this and the trench is back
filled using the excavated soil.

4.5.5

In a ducted system, a shorter trench is dug and ducts installed. The excavated area
is restricted to a length of 40-50m at a time. The ducts are then buried and the
cables inserted into the ducts. The sections are connected and joint bays
(measuring 10m by 4m in plan) are installed every 500-800m. These are
approximately 2m deep and require timber ‘shoring’.

4.5.6

The location where an overhead line goes to an underground section is known as a
‘termination’ position and the structure need for this is normally supported by four
poles.

4.5.7

A typical installation by HDD would involve the following: drilling a pilot hole from an
entry pit, reaming (to make the hole bigger), pulling a ducting pipe through the
reamed hole, and then pulling the cable through the conduit. Each duct would
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accommodate one cable only.
4.5.8

The HDD (or “launch”) site is set up on one side of the crossing and contains the
plant associated with directional drilling. This typically comprises the drill rig, two
power units mounted on skids, bentonite storage tanks and mixing tanks, a filter for
separating cuttings from the used drilling mud, control cab and ancillary equipment.
Landscape and visual impacts of undergrounding
pLCA 7: Towy Valley Floor (east of Carmarthen)

4.5.9

The additional landscape and visual issues associated with undergrounding would
be limited in this location other than for the temporary visual effects of construction
activity. General levels of vegetation cover are sufficiently low for there to be
minimal loss and all mature boundary trees are likely to be avoidable. Impacts on
land cover within the agricultural valley would be limited in its long term effects and
hedgerow restoration would be achievable. On balance, there would therefore be
no long term disbenefits to pursuing an underground option.

4.5.10 Overall, although the landscape and visual case for the need to underground here is

not absolute, landscape and visual benefits would nevertheless arise. The principal
benefits would comprise:


No long term change to the character and appearance of the designated and
highly valued landscape; and



Absence of visual impacts on riverside footpath users and a number of
residential locations.

pLCA 8: North part of the Towy Valley (Abergwili)
4.5.11 The additional landscape and visual issues associated with undergrounding would

be limited in this location other than for the temporary visual effects of construction
activity. General levels of vegetation cover are sufficiently low for there to be
minimal loss and all mature boundary trees are likely to be avoidable. Impacts on
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land cover within the agricultural valley would be limited in its long term effects and
hedgerow restoration would be achievable. On balance, there would therefore be
no long term disbenefits to pursuing an underground option.
4.5.12 Overall, although the landscape and visual case for the need to underground here is

not absolute, landscape and visual benefits would nevertheless arise. The principal
benefits would comprise:


Avoidance of visual effects on residential properties and highway routes (some
with tourism association) within an area associated with the highly valued
Towy valley;



Minimisation of effects on the proposed SLA and a landscape identified within
LANDMAP as Outstanding;



The topographical and land cover context (including TPO trees) means that a
straight OHL alignment would not be possible through the northern part of this
section and an OHL line would require a number of reasonably sharp angles
that would necessitate structures with the potential for slightly greater
landscape and visual effect than the standard wooden poles; with an
underground solution these additional effects are negated; and



Were the alignment within pLCA 7 to be undergrounded, undergrounding
within pLCA 8 would deliver consistency across all of the Towy valley floor and
would preclude the requirement of a fenced installation at the transition from
underground to overhead within the valley floor and SLA.

pLCA 17: Upper Cothi Valley (Between Brechfa and Abergorlech)
4.5.13 The route of the B4310 provides an opportunity to underground and this

assessment assumes that following this highway route would be feasible. The
additional landscape and visual issues associated with undergrounding would be
limited in this location other than for the temporary visual effects of construction
activity. Initial observations suggest that an underground route along the highway
would be feasible without requiring significant areas of vegetation removal. On
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balance, there would therefore be no long term landscape and visual disbenefits to
pursuing an underground option along this section of the Cothi valley.
4.5.14 The landscape and visual case for the need to underground in this location is

strong. The principal benefits would comprise:


Protection of the landscape character and value of the SLA and landscape
setting of the river Cothi; and



The avoidance of adverse visual effects on residential properties and on a
highway route with recreational and tourist associations.

pLCA 22: Cothi Valley (Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)
4.5.15 The route of the unclassified lane that passes through Cwm Cothi provides an

opportunity to underground the northern part of this section up to the B4310. The
southern section of an OHL would need to climb relatively steep and partially
wooded slopes to reach the high moorland to the east via a pattern of moorland
fringe fields. The additional landscape and visual issues associated with
undergrounding along the unclassified lane would be limited in this location other
than for the temporary visual effects of construction activity. Elsewhere, general
levels of vegetation cover are sufficiently substantial for it to be likely that some
vegetation loss would be necessary to achieve the required trenching. The complex
nature of the topography here means that the visual effects of any tree removal
would be likely to be successfully absorbed by the landscape in the medium term.
The steep slopes and topography mean that trenching is unlikely to follow a straight
line within a visually prominent location. There would therefore be some adverse
landscape and visual effects to pursuing an underground option here however these
would be far less substantial than for an overhead option.
4.5.16 The landscape and visual case for the need to underground in this location is

strong. The principal benefits would comprise:


Protection of the landscape character and value of the SLA and landscape
setting of the river Cothi; and
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The avoidance of adverse visual effects on important views at the head of
Cwm Cothi.

pLCA 23: Lower Cothi Valley (Lower Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)
4.5.17 The additional landscape and visual issues associated with undergrounding would

be limited in this location other than for the temporary visual effects of construction
activity. General levels of vegetation cover are sufficiently low to the west of the
river for there to be minimal loss and all mature boundary trees are likely to be
avoidable. Some impacts on tree cover are more likely on the partially wooded
slopes to the east. Impacts on land cover within the agricultural valley would be
limited in its long term effects and hedgerow restoration would be achievable. On
balance, there would therefore be few long term landscape and visual disbenefits to
pursuing an underground option.
4.5.18 The landscape and visual case for the need to underground in this location is

strong. The principal benefits would comprise:


Protection of the landscape character and value of the SLA and landscape
setting of the river Cothi;



Avoidance of an OHL climbing partially open and visually prominent valley
sides in an area of notable scenic quality;



Preservation of an intimate and enclosed landscape which currently contains
few detractors and within which there is no visually prominent wirescape; and



The avoidance of adverse visual effects on important views within the Cothi
valley from footpaths and residential properties.

Archaeological impacts of undergrounding
4.5.19 For all sections, stripping the easement and excavating a cable trench for an

undergrounding option has potential to result in adverse effects on buried
archaeological remains.
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4.5.20 Given the limited geographical area that would be disturbed (i.e. stripping of a 16m

easement and a 1.5m wide, 1.5m deep trench), the effects on any as-yet
undiscovered archaeological remains are likely to be moderate, low or negligible.
4.5.21 Given the limited area that would be disturbed, any effects on buried archaeological

remains would be amenable to mitigation by employing a programme of
archaeological monitoring and investigation. The programme would be
proportionate to the level of ground disturbance and the heritage significance of the
discovered archaeological remains.
4.5.22 Given the limited significance of effect likely to occur, and the potential for

avoidance through careful design and for mitigation, there is no indication of
potential for significant concerns regarding undergrounding.
4.5.23 In Section B1, earthworks around Glangwili Bridge are recorded within the route

alignment option. Within 200m of the route alignment option, the following
archaeological sites have been located: a medieval fulling-mill, weir and leat, a
16th century manor house, Abergwili’s post-medieval tollhouse, a post-medieval
enclosure (‘pound’), a late 18th /early 19th century corn mill (possibly site of a
medieval Bishop’s Mill), a 19th century brick and tile works, houses recorded on 19th
century maps, and a quarrying site. Any buried archaeological remains present are
likely to relate to the medieval and post-medieval rural landscape of settlement and
activity, or possibly to Roman activity along the route east from Carmarthen.
4.5.24 In Section C1, indefinite ‘surface irregularities’ are recorded in a field within the

route alignment option. Any buried archaeological remains present are likely to
relate to the medieval and post-medieval rural landscape of settlement and activity.
4.5.25 In the short section of Section E3 proposed for undergrounding, no sites of buried

archaeological remains are recorded. The known archaeological resource within
200m suggests that any buried archaeological remains if present are likely to relate
to the pattern of settlement and land use over the past few hundred years, or
possibly relate to prehistoric occupation/ activity.
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4.5.26 In Section E5, no sites of buried archaeological remains are recorded; however,

there is evidence of quarrying within 200m. Any buried archaeological remains if
present are likely to relate to quarrying, agricultural land use over the past few
hundred years, or possibly relate to prehistoric occupation/ activity.
4.5.27 In Section E7, one site of buried archaeological remains is recorded: the location of

a prehistoric round barrow (at NGR SN54613115), which no longer survives above
ground. There is evidence within 200m of former industrial sites, houses recorded
on 19th century maps, and a small area of former parkland. Any buried
archaeological remains if present are likely to relate to industrial and agricultural
land use over the past few hundred years, or settlement along the road and/or river.
Ecological impacts of undergrounding
4.5.28 For all sections, stripping the easement and excavating a cable trench for an

undergrounding option has potential to result in adverse effects on ecology. In most
sections of the route, these effects are likely to be greater in magnitude and
duration than construction of an overhead line. This is particularly the case where
the route passes through ancient woodland and bog habitats: the disturbance of
soils in these habitats is likely to have long term impacts that are more difficult to
mitigate than in open fields, and there is a greater chance of having negative effects
on protected species such as bats, Dormice and birds in woodlands. Hedges are
also of increased sensitivity to undergrounding (as sections of established hedges
may need to be removed) compared with open fields (as very little if any hedgerow
removal would be required for an overhead line), although the effects are slightly
easier to mitigate than in woodland and bog habitats because the working width can
be kept narrow and the physical breach can be reinstated with brash overnight
during construction, and by replanting afterwards.
4.5.29 An overhead line can potentially have a greater negative effect than an

underground construction in certain situations. The main aspects of an overhead
line that might have an effect on ecology are the installation of poles in open fields,
clearance of trees from the route of an overhead line, and any effects of the
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presence of the line and poles on wildlife. Installing poles in open fields has a small
footprint impact and the temporary disturbance to wildlife during construction will be
managed through pre-construction surveys and appropriate mitigation. The effect
of this aspect of an overhead line on ecology is therefore likely to be small and
temporary. Where trees need to be cleared to create a safe route for an overhead
line, the effects will be greater. The impacts will be mitigated as far as possible but
there will nevertheless be larger scale effects than where the line goes through
open habitats.
4.5.30 Overhead power lines can also present a risk to birds, but the scale of this effect is

dependent on factors such as the design, location and ecological context of the
power lines, and is also species-specific and depends on the abundance of birds
and the ways in which they use the landscape. Generally speaking, the birds most
at risk from power lines are poor fliers at risk of collision, for instance large species
such as Swans. Birds such as raptors may also be at risk of electrocution whilst
perching. Complex effects can also occur whereby power lines create perches for
predatory birds, which may influence the distribution or abundance of prey species.
4.5.31 The effects on wildlife therefore depend to a large extent on the habitats through

which the OHL passes, and the birds that are present.
4.5.32 This section of the report identifies sections of the route where undergrounding is

being considered and assesses whether this would result in greater ecological
effects than an overhead option.
Section B: Towy crossing
4.5.33 Section B contains an option to underground beneath the Towy using HDD, and

potentially crossing part of the floodplain via open-cut trenches. It is possible to
install underground cables beneath rivers such as the Towy with minimal ecological
impacts. The greatest risk in this situation is the potential disturbance caused by
the noise and vibration of HDD under the river. This can affect fish (which are one
of the features for which the river is designated as a Special Area of Conservation),
which are particularly vulnerable in the spawning and migration periods. By
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restricting works to occur outside of the most sensitive periods for fish, the potential
impacts can be avoided.
4.5.34 Otters are known to use the Towy, and may also use the field drains and streams

on the floodplain. Otters are most sensitive to disturbance (principally noise and
light) in close proximity to their resting places (holts, dens and couches), but may
also be deterred from foraging or commuting along watercourses during
construction.
4.5.35 There is therefore a risk of a temporary negative impact on otters should an open-

cut option be selected across the floodplain of the Towy. Detailed surveys will be
carried out to search for evidence of Otters and potential resting places so that this
impact can be quantified and assessed. It will however be possible to mitigate the
potential impacts on fish, and an underground crossing will avoid the risk of
negative impacts on birds flying along the river (which would be a long term impact
as opposed to the short term construction stage impacts of the underground option).
On balance the underground option here is therefore likely to have less negative
impact than an overhead option.
Section E3 and E5: Cothi crossing
4.5.36 Section E5 contains an option to underground using open-cut construction down

the sides of the river valley, and drill under the river. The northern approach of this
section passes through improved grassland fields separated by hedgerows, and
therefore the impacts of undergrounding would not be of serious concern (though
they would require appropriate avoidance of impacts through design and mitigation).
Drilling under the Cothi would potentially result in disturbance of Otters (which are
known to use this river) from lighting, noise and vibration. The scale and magnitude
of this effect would depend to some extent on the design of the works and timing of
construction. The eastern slope of the river valley is wooded and has fields with
dense hedgerows and mature trees. The proposed underground route mainly
follows a bridleway, which would reduce the amount of tree cover that would need
to be removed, although some trees may have roots that extend under the
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bridleway. Section E3 has similar issues to Section E5: it passes through
woodland, trees and hedgerows and pasture fields.
Section E7/E6/E8: the Cothi valley
4.5.37 Section E7 would involve undergrounding along the road, which would greatly

reduce the footprint impact compared with undergrounding in open fields and
through woodlands, or an overhead option off the road. There is a risk that some
trees would have roots that extend under the road. This may mean that some trees
along the road would be lost. The potential habitat fragmentation resulting from this
would be substantially avoided because the road already creates a gap through any
woodland along the route. Undergrounding in the road would therefore cause less
habitat fragmentation than either an overhead or underground option adjacent to the
road.
4.5.38 Section E6 contains an option for undergrounding towards the eastern end using

open-cut construction and drill under the Afon Cothi. This section consists of mainly
open fields with hedges. However it crosses a short section of broad-leaved
woodland and two tributaries of the Afon Cothi and therefore woodland habitat loss
and temporary disturbance at the watercourses would occur. Otters may use the
tributaries and there is therefore a risk of a temporary negative impact on otters
should an open-cut option be selected across these tributaries. Detailed surveys
will be carried out to search for evidence of Otters and potential resting places so
that this impact can be quantified and assessed.
4.5.39 Section E8 contains an option for undergrounding at its southern end using HDD

drill under the Afon Cothi and open-cut construction to the north of the Afon Cothi
through plantation woodland and tree-lined fields. Drilling under the Cothi would
potentially result in temporary disturbance of Otters (which are known to use this
river) from lighting, noise and vibration. The scale and magnitude of this effect
would depend to some extent on the design of the works and timing of
construction. The loss of hedgerows and mature trees is unavoidable in the
section north of the Afon Cothi however it should be possible to avoid
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undergrounding through broad-leaved woodland by switching to overhead lines
before crossing it.
Other environmental impacts of undergrounding
4.5.40 There are few issues associated with an underground cable once the cable is

installed and the land is reinstated above, so the impacts are mostly temporary
during the construction phase only. After commissioning of the underground cable
there will be a limited need to carry out routine checks (from the link boxes at the
surface) and occasional maintenance where temporary access may be needed at
the pre-installed joint bays or terminal compounds. Any disturbance would be
limited and unlikely to be significant, since the locations would not be in sensitive
areas.
4.5.41 During the construction phase there would be temporary disturbance to land uses

along the underground cable route/ trench or at the HDD locations. There may be a
need, depending on the route, for temporary diversion of PRoW or access but this is
unlikely to be of significance due to the limited duration of construction work.
Previous land uses could resume following the construction phase although there
would be restrictions on building of structures or planting of deep-rooted trees or
shrubs above or within a few metres of the cable ducts. In wooded areas it is
possible that the width of such restriction would be less than for an equivalent OHL
since the latter would require removal of trees within the ‘topple distance’ (up to
30m) either side of the OHL.
4.5.42 Should any noisy construction work be prolonged at any location, for instance at an

HDD site, then further noise assessment may be required to determine the need for
mitigation. However, it is assumed that adequate mitigation could be provided at the
HDD launch site through separation distance and/or screening.
4.5.43 An underground cable would not present any significant risk of exposure to EMF,

since burial would effectively screen electrical fields. Although magnetic flux density
may be higher directly above a buried cable than underneath on OHL (due to the
proximity), the intensity of such fields would be far below recognised safety
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thresholds. There is no evidence from previously installed underground cables of
any measureable effect or need for any usage restriction (apart from the need to
maintain an easement or wayleave where required). Hence EMF risk would not be
a significant issue.
4.5.44 Construction and installation of an underground cable would involve greater

numbers of construction personnel, equipment and vehicles. However, as the
sections of OHL being considered for undergrounding are relatively short, it is
anticipated that the additional traffic generated by undergrounding work would not
be a significant issue.
4.5.45 Excavation of a cable trench may locally impact on groundwater, however, the

trench would be shallow and narrow (typically 1.5m by 1.5m) and so would not be
likely to entail significant impact. Dewatering may be necessary but any temporary
discharges to the environment would be strictly controlled to avoid significant
impacts.
4.5.46 Major watercourses would only be crossed using HDD. Drilling of ducts would likely

result in minimal impact on groundwater. Storage and use (including recycling) of
drilling fluids and the drilling methods would be strictly controlled to minimise risk of
localised pollution.
4.5.47 Undergrounding would not result in any significant impact on solid geology or air

quality.

4.6

Overall evaluation

4.6.1

This section considers the output of the analysis, addressing the potential
environmental benefits of undergrounding (primarily from a landscape and visual
perspective including the setting of heritage resources) compared to the potential
environmental impacts, technical difficulties and costs of undergrounding.

4.6.2

The sections proposed to be undergrounded due to serious concerns from a
landscape and visual perspective (as well as serious concern over setting of historic
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resources) are:


Section B: Towy valley (east of Carmarthen)



Section C1: northern part of the Towy valley (River Gwili)



Section E3 (part): Lower Cothi valley (Lower Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)



Section E5: Cothi valley (Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)



Section E7 (including the southern part of Section E8): Upper Cothi valley
(between Brechfa and Abergorlech).

4.6.3

Based upon the high level assessment of potential technical difficulties associated
with undergrounding, no sections have been identified as having constraints so
severe as to outweigh the benefits of undergrounding. As the project moves forward
through the preferred alignment stage to final route alignment it will be necessary to
commission detailed engineering feasibility studies. The findings of these studies
may identify individual locations where specific technical solutions are required to
construct the connection and the benefits of the technical choice will be balanced
against the potential for environmental effects.

4.6.4

An overall summary of the case for undergrounding is presented in Table 4.1.

4.6.5

All sections proposed to be undergrounded, together with the other considerations
(including technical and cost issues) were carried forward to the route option
selection.
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5

Overall Conclusion

5.1.1

This appendix sets out the approach taken to consider sections of the route
alignment options (identified as ‘project Landscape Character Areas’ or pLCA,
which are each of consistent landscape character), that would meet the criteria set
out in National Policy and other guidance for an OHL to be placed underground.
That is, where the landscape and visual impacts, including impacts on the setting of
valued heritage resources, of an OHL either alone or in combination with other
projects or infrastructure, may result in an unacceptably high level of impact, even
with feasible mitigation in place, and hence would not be likely to receive consent
(so would not be practicably buildable). This is the ‘serious concern’ test.

5.1.2

The sections identified to have potential for ‘serious concern’ were then evaluated in
a balanced appraisal of the environmental impact, technical difficulties, and cost of
undergrounding, to arrive at a conclusion on which sections WPD would be
prepared to place underground.

5.1.3

These sections are as follows.


Section B: Towy valley (east of Carmarthen)



Section C1: northern part of the Towy valley (River Gwili)



Section E3 (part): Lower Cothi valley (Lower Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)



Section E5: Cothi valley (Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa)



Section E7 (including the southern portion of Section E8): Upper Cothi valley
(between Brechfa and Abergorlech)

5.1.4

The sections selected for undergrounding were taken forward to the selection of the
preferred route corridor and will be evaluated together with cost and technical
issues to arrive at a decision on the preferred alignment.
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TABLE 4.1: Appraisal Summary
OHL Sectiona

B

Environmental impact of OHL
on Landscape and visual
amenity
Location in existing and/or
proposed designated (SLA and
Registered Historic Landscape)
and locally valued area with
some key views including
setting of heritage assets.
However, some potential for
mitigation (screen planting)
and landscape fairly open with
long distance views.

Technical feasibility

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Biodiversity

Key technical considerations
include the geological profile and
the presence of areas suitable to
accommodate the sending and
receiving pits required for HDD
under the rivers (Towy and Afon
Gwili). The majority of the section
is underlain by superficial deposits
generally comprising Alluvium
described as gravel, sand, silt and
clay. To the west of the Afon
Gwili and at Pant in the south of
the section are Glaciofluvial
deposits comprising sand and
gravel. Underlying these
superficial deposits is bedrock
comprising sandstones to the
south of the River Towy and
mudstones to the north. In
conclusion, the geology is
considered suitable for either
open cut or HDD.

The River Towy supports sensitive
biodiversity receptors (fish and
otters), in addition to the river
and floodplain habitats, and it is
designated at a European level of
importance. Construction noise
and vibration during HDD can
have a high impact on fish, but
this impact can be avoided
through design and timing of
works. The residual impact of
undergrounding beneath the river
would therefore be low.

South of Towy gradients are
sufficiently steep to suggest that
the location for sending or
receiving a HDD may lie south of
the B4300. Further consideration
will need to be given which may
require a location south of Pant.
Potential constraints include
Abergwili Road and the A40 which
runs on embankments.
Undergrounding below Abergwili
Road may include a pipejack
whilst there is an existing
underpass which could potentially
be used.

Streams in the floodplain are
likely to be used by otters. Open‐
cut trenches in this section could
disturb otters and cause
temporary habitat loss. The entry
and exit pits for the HDD under
the river could lead to habitat loss
and disturbance or harm to
protected species. Mitigation such
as pre‐construction surveys and
timing of works could reduce this
to a low residual impact.
Open‐cut trenches would result in
temporary loss and fragmentation
of hedgerow habitat. Mitigation
such as minimising the working
width and re‐instating hedge
sections could reduce this to a
moderate / low impact.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Historic
environment
Impact of stripping and trenching
would be limited in area and
depth. Effects on as‐yet
undiscovered archaeological
remains are likely to be moderate,
low or negligible. Effects can be
mitigated through investigation
and recording during the
construction phase.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Landscape

Other environmental impacts of
undergrounding

Decision to underground OHL
section?

Temporary effects. Generally
limited loss of vegetation and
restoration possible.

HDD would be deployed for major
crossings; construction work
located away from sensitive areas.
Impacts would be short duration/
temporary (construction phase).
Existing (agricultural) land use/
hedgerows could be reinstated.
Noise and pollution risk can be
adequately controlled by adoption
of standard practice and
adherence to relevant pollution
control guidance. Impacts on
highways and rights of way can be
adequately managed.

This section will be
undergrounded.
It is considered that the benefit to
landscape and visual amenity is
greater than the environmental
impacts of undergrounding the
section, which would be
temporary and can be avoided or
otherwise controlled to
acceptable levels.

OHL Sectiona

C1

E3 (part)

Environmental impact of OHL
on Landscape and visual
amenity
Location in existing and/or
proposed designated (SLA and
Registered Historic Landscape)
and locally valued area with
some key views including
setting of heritage assets.
However, some potential for
mitigation (screen planting)
and some areas subject to
lesser landscape sensitivity due
to urban fringe.

Serious concern is likely to
arise due to designated status
(SLA) at Cothi valley crossing
and inability to absorb new
OHL infrastructure. Potential
for woodland loss and some
skylining in addition to visually
prominent valley side location.

Technical feasibility

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Biodiversity

This section includes an area of
Alluvial Fan Deposits comprising
sand and gravel.

Open‐cut trenches would result in
temporary loss and fragmentation
of hedgerow habitat. Mitigation
such as minimising the working
width and re‐instating hedge
sections could reduce this to a
moderate / low impact.
Open‐cut trenches could result in
disturbance or harm to protected
species. Mitigation such as pre‐
construction surveys and timing of
works could reduce this to a low
residual impact.

Most appropriate construction
technique would be open cut in
the verge alongside the A485.
This may require the partial,
selective closure of one side of
the carriageway. Should the
cabling extend towards
Rhiwdywyll along the existing
unclassified road, temporary
closure of the road may be
required. An alternative alignment
may allow for the cable to parallel
this unclassified road, utilising the
adjacent field. Open cut should be
achievable.
The base of the valley is
characterised by superficial
deposits comprising Alluvium
described as gravel, sand, silt and
clay associated with the Afon
Cothi underlain by glacial Till.
These superficial deposits are
underlain by bedrock comprising
Ordovician mudstones and
sandstones. Bedrock is likely to
outcrop at the surface in the
valley sides.
There are no borehole records
within the immediate vicinity and
therefore thicknesses of
superficial deposits are not
known.
HDD across the Cothi Valley would
appear the most feasible method
of construction due to the
steepness of the valley sides and
the geology of the river valley.
However, further consideration
on the ability to HDD up the valley
sides will be required due to the
gradients involved.
The steep sides of the valley will
reduce the number of locations
available to send and receive
HDD.

In addition to potential effects on
hedges and protected species, this
section runs down a wooded
slope through Penfarch Wood.
This comprises coniferous
plantation, broadleaved woodland
and open woodland / scrub.
Undergrounding could result in
the loss of woodland and negative
impacts on Dormouse and their
habitat (if they are present). This
could result in a moderate
negative impact. The Cothi is likely
to be used by Otters, so
undergrounding this section
would need to avoid potential
negative impacts through pre‐
construction surveys, careful
design and timing of works.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Historic
environment
Impact of stripping and trenching
would be limited in area and
depth. Effects on as‐yet
undiscovered archaeological
remains are likely to be moderate,
low or negligible. Effects can be
mitigated through investigation
and recording during the
construction phase.

Impact of stripping and trenching
would be limited in area and
depth. Effects on as‐yet
undiscovered archaeological
remains are likely to be moderate,
low or negligible. Effects can be
mitigated through investigation
and recording during the
construction phase.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Landscape

Other environmental impacts of
undergrounding

Decision to underground OHL
section?

Temporary effects. Generally
limited loss of vegetation and
restoration possible. Avoidance of
impacts on residential amenity.

HDD would be deployed for major
crossings; construction work
located away from sensitive areas.
Impacts would be short duration/
temporary (construction phase).
Existing (agricultural) land use/
hedgerows could be reinstated.
Noise and pollution risk can be
adequately controlled by adoption
of standard practice and
adherence to relevant pollution
control guidance. Impacts on
highways and rights of way can be
adequately managed.

This section will be
undergrounded.

Temporary effects. Generally
limited loss of vegetation on
western side and valley bottom;
restoration possible.

HDD would be deployed for major
crossings. Impacts would be short
duration/ temporary
(construction phase). Existing
(agricultural) land use/ hedgerows
could be reinstated. Noise and
pollution risk can be adequately
controlled by adoption of
standard practice and adherence
to relevant pollution control
guidance. Impacts on highways
and rights of way can be
adequately managed.

It is considered that the benefit to
landscape and visual amenity is
greater than the environmental
impacts of undergrounding the
section, which would be
temporary and can be avoided or
otherwise controlled to
acceptable levels.

This section will be
undergrounded.
It is considered that the benefit to
landscape and visual amenity is
greater than the environmental
impacts of undergrounding the
section, which would be
temporary and can be avoided or
otherwise controlled to
acceptable levels.

OHL Sectiona

E5

Environmental impact of OHL
on Landscape and visual
amenity
Serious concern is likely to
arise due to designated status
(SLA) and inability to absorb
new OHL infrastructure in
scenic location. Potential for
woodland loss and some
skylining in addition to visually
prominent valley side location.

Technical feasibility

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Biodiversity

The majority of the section is
underlain by superficial deposits
generally comprising Alluvium
described as gravel, sand, silt and
clay associated with the Afon
Cothi this is in turn underlain by
glacial Till. In the south east of
the section are Alluvial Fan
deposits comprising sand and
gravel.

In addition to potential effects on
hedges and protected species, this
section could run through
broadleaved woodland.
Undergrounding could result in
the loss of woodland and negative
impacts on bats and Dormouse
and their habitat (if they are
present). This could result in a
moderate negative impact
requiring appropriate mitigation.
Undergrounding the remainder of
the section in the road would be
unlikely to have negative impacts
except if trees with bat roosting
potential are affected.

These superficial deposits are
underlain by bedrock comprising
Ordovician and Silurian
mudstones and
sandstones. Bedrock is likely to
outcrop at the surface in the
north and south east of the
section.
There are no borehole records
within the immediate vicinity and
therefore thicknesses of
superficial deposits are not
known.
Open cut should be appropriate
along the northern section of the
corridor. Across the Cothi, HDD
would be preferred due to the
underlying geology and steeply
wooded character of the valley.
Further consideration will be
required on the most appropriate
means of crossing the steep sided
valley/ravine to the south of
Craig‐ ddu Wood and the ability to
access and subsequently
drill/open‐cut up the steep valley
side.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Historic
environment
Impact of stripping and trenching
would be limited in area and
depth. Effects on as‐yet
undiscovered archaeological
remains are likely to be moderate,
low or negligible. Effects can be
mitigated through investigation
and recording during the
construction phase.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Landscape

Other environmental impacts of
undergrounding

Decision to underground OHL
section?

Temporary effects. Generally
limited loss of vegetation and
restoration possible. Could use
roadway alignment to further
minimise impacts. Greater impact
on valley sides but topography
would offset impact magnitude to
some extent and preferable to
permanent impact of an OHL.

HDD would be deployed for major
crossings. Impacts would be short
duration/ temporary
(construction phase). Existing
(agricultural) land use/ hedgerows
could be reinstated. Noise and
pollution risk can be adequately
controlled by adoption of
standard practice and adherence
to relevant pollution control
guidance. Impacts on highways
and rights of way can be
adequately managed.

This section will be
undergrounded.
It is considered that the benefit to
landscape and visual amenity is
greater than the environmental
impacts of undergrounding the
section, which would be
temporary and can be avoided or
otherwise controlled to
acceptable levels.

OHL Sectiona

E7
(and part of E8
at crossing of the
Cothi valley)

Environmental impact of OHL
on Landscape and visual
amenity
Serious concern is likely to
arise due to designated status
(SLA) and inability to absorb
new OHL infrastructure in
scenic location. Potential for
woodland loss and prominent
route along meandering valley
and potentially significant
effects on residential amenity.

Technical feasibility

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Biodiversity

The base of the valley is
characterised by superficial
deposits comprising Alluvium
described as gravel, sand, silt and
clay associated with the Afon
Cothi likely to be underlain by
glacial Till.

Undergrounding the section in the
road would be unlikely to have
negative impacts except if trees
with bat roosting potential are
affected. Undergrounding it
adjacent to the road would result
in loss of large amounts of
woodland and hedgerow habitat
(relative to any other potential
section of undergrounding). This
could result in a high impact on
biodiversity.

Alluvial Fan and River Terrace
Deposits both comprising sand
and gravel are present.
These superficial deposits are
underlain by bedrock comprising
Silurian mudstones.
Appropriate technical choice
would be to underground along
the B4310 which will require the
use of traffic control measures. An
alternative may be to utilise open‐
cut techniques along the fields
adjacent to the highway, entering
the highway to avoid significant
stands of trees.
Crossing of the Cothi (E8) would
be most appropriately undertaken
using HDD. Access to fields
alongside the Cothi is available
and should be capable of
accommodating the appropriate
equipment necessary to
undertake the construction.

a

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Historic
environment
Impact of stripping and trenching
would be limited in area and
depth. Effects on as‐yet
undiscovered archaeological
remains are likely to be moderate,
low or negligible. Effects can be
mitigated through investigation
and recording during the
construction phase.

Open‐cut crossings of tributaries
of the Afon Cothi (E6/8) will result
in temporary habitat loss and a
risk of a negative impact on
otters. Drilling under the Cothi
would potentially result in
disturbance of Otters (which are
known to use this river) from
lighting and noise and vibration.
Undergrounding north (E8) and
south (E6) of the Afon Cothi
would result in the loss of
hedgerow habitat, mature trees
and potentially broad‐leaved
woodland also. This could result in
a high impact on biodiversity.

Only those sections of OHL with potentially ‘serious concern’ in terms of landscape and visual issues are included in the summary table.

Environmental impact of
undergrounding on Landscape

Other environmental impacts of
undergrounding

Decision to underground OHL
section?

Temporary effects. Use of
roadway alignment to minimise
impacts and loss of vegetation.

Trenching along road would
minimise impacts. HDD would be
deployed for major crossings.
Impacts would be short duration/
temporary (construction phase).
Existing (agricultural) land use/
hedgerows could be reinstated.
Noise and pollution risk can be
adequately controlled by adoption
of standard practice and
adherence to relevant pollution
control guidance. Impacts on
highways and rights of way can be
adequately managed.

This section will be
undergrounded.
It is considered that the benefit to
landscape and visual amenity is
greater than the environmental
impacts of undergrounding the
section, which would be
temporary and can be avoided or
otherwise controlled to
acceptable levels.
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